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l.'etude detaillee des structures cenozoiques dans la zone de rift du Bafkal montre la

presence conjointe de structures extensives (failles normales) et compressives (failles
decrochanrcs, chevauchantes et plissements), L'analyse microstructurale des structures
cassantes et I'inversion des donnees de faille avec stries pour en deduire les tenseurs
reduits de contrainte ont permis de reconstruire les champs de contrainte cenozolque de
la zone de rift du Baika! La presence de deux types ditterents de champ de contrainte
dans l'evolution spatio-temporelle de la zone de rift du Ba'ikal est etablie , systeme en
extension (<< type rift ») et systems docrochant a compressif (" type Asie Centrale »). Le
champ de contrainte actuel est reconstruit a partir de I'inversion des donnees de meca
nisme au foyer des tremblements de terre, La rnajorite de la zone de rift du Barkal est
actuellement en extension avec un Shmm oriente NW-SE, tandis que la partie sud-ouest de
la zone de rift (bassin de Tunka) est soumise a un regime transpressif.

Le modele classique devolution de la zone de rift du Baikal en deux eta pes est rein
terprete en fonction de la fluctuation spatio-temporelle du champ de contrainte.
l.'evolution progressive du champ de contrainte d'un regime transpressif au stade initial
de rittoqenese. a un regime extensif pendant Ie Ouaternaire est mise en evidence, La
direction Shmm reste stable dans une direction NW-SE durant toute cette evolution, Le seg
ment sud-ouest de la zone de rift marque la transition depuis la province en extension de
type" rift ", jusqu'a la province de Mongolie et d'Altal, en compression,

Nos resultats suqqorent un mecanisme de riftogenese impliquant une superposition
de forces tectoniques a l'echelle continentale, avec un S max oriente NE-SW, et des forces
extensives generees par "ascension d'un diapir mantel~que sous la bordure sud-est du
craton siberien.
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ABSTRACT

Detailed investigation of Cenozoic structures in the Baikal rift zone
(BRZ) revealed the existence of both extensional structures (normal
faults) and compressional structures (strike-slip faults, thrusts and fold
ing), Microstructural analysis of brittle structures and stress inversion of
fault-slip data permitted the reconstruction of the Cenozoic paleostress
field for the central and southwest parts of the BRZ, The presence of
two different types of stress field in the spatio-temporal evolution of the
BRZ is established: stress tensors of extensional "rift-type" regime and
stress tensors of strike-slip to compressional "Central Asian-type"
regime. The present-day stress field is reconstructed by stress inver
sion of earthquake focal mechanism data. Most part of the BRZ is
presently in an extensional setting, with NW-trending Shmin' while the
southwestern part of the rift zone (Tunka basin) is in a transpressional
setting.

The classical two-stage evolution model of the BRZ is interpreted in
function of stress field fluctuation in time and space, Regular evolution
of the stress field from a strike-slip or transpressional regime in the ini
tial stage of rifting to pure extensional regime in the Ouaternary is
revealed, The Shmin direction remained stable in a NW-SE orientation
during all this evolution. The southwestern segment of the BRZ marks
the transition from the "rift-type" extensional stress field, to the com
pressional stress field of Mongolia and of Altai.

Our results rather suggest a mechanism of Baikal rift formation
involving the superposition of continental-scale tectonic forces with NE
trending SHmax and extensional forces generated by a mantle diapir
rising beneath the southeastern boundary of the Siberian Craton.

Keywords: Stress field, Cenozoic, Transpression, Extension tectonics,
Rifting, Baikal Rift.
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INTRODUCTION

The Baikal rift zone (BRZ), like the East African, Shanxi (Fen
Wei) and Rio Grande rift systems, is one of the few intraconti
nental tectonic structures of high seismic activity which is
largely under extensional tectonic stress field. The fact that an
active rift develops in the central part of the Eurasian continent
poses a major question: is this rift an isolated continental struc
ture, or is it part of the world system of rifts and spreading
ridges? The BRZ is considered by MILANOVSKY (1976) at an ini
tial stage of evolution towards the formation of mid-oceanic
ridges. ZOBACK (1992) shows that most of the intracontinental
areas (including Eurasia) are characterized by dominantly
compressional stresses. This poses a new question: how do
rifts develop in continental areas which are largely submitted to
compressional stresses?

The main problems addressed in this paper are to deter
mine whether the stress state in the BRZ remained stable
during Cenozoic or if it changed with time. This will contribute
to the understanding of the mechanism of rifting. In particular,
it will bring new elements to determine whether rifting is the
product of a local process (active rifting), or if it is the effect of
external tectonic stresses applied to the Eurasian plate by the

1. - INVESTIGATION OF CENOZOIC STRESS
FIELD IN THE BAIKAL RIFT ZONE

1.1. SEISMOTECTONIC DATA

The first seismotectonic data on the state of stresses in the
Baikal rift zone has been published by VVEDENSKAYA & BALAKINA
(1960). Shortly after, MISHARINA (1964, 1972) presented the first
compilation of focal mechanism data and showed that the pre
sent stress field in the central part of the BRZ is characterized
by NW-trending horizontal principal extension (Shmm) and verti
cal principal compression (normal faulting mechanism).
Further research allowed to specify the boundaries of the areas
subjected to the "rift" type extensional stresses and to precise
the distribution of focal mechanism types in the BRZ and sur
rounding area (MISHARINA & SOLONENKO, 1977, 1981a, 1981b;
MISHARINA et al., 1983, 1985).

By modelling a small number of teleseisms from the BRZ,
DOSER (1991) concluded that about one third of the teleseisms
in the BRZ have a strike-slip mechanism, She also computed a
regional stress tensor from the focal mechanisms obtained. Her
conclusions, however, are not entirely supported by the focal
mechanisms data obtained from the regional network of seis
mic stations (SOLONENKO, 1993; SOLONENKO et el., 1997).

The distribution of compressional (P) and extensional (T)
geometrical axes of focal mechanisms in the BRZ, established
by SOLONENKO (1993), presents a symmetrical pattern along
trend, with a symmetry axis situated at the northern end of Lake
Baikal. Using detailed seismological data from the North Muya
geodynamic polygon, DEVERCHERE et al. (1993) computed a
local stress tensor with 36 focal mechanisms of various magni
tudes, from a depth ranging between 5 and 15 km.

The most comprehensive compilation of focal mechanism
data has been presented by SOLONENKO et al. (1997). They
studied the statistical distribution of P and T axes of more than
300 focal mechanisms and showed that the stress field
changes from extensional "rift" type in central part of the BRZ,
to strike-slip and compressive "Central-Asian" type at both
extremities of the BRZ: the East Sayan massif and West
Mongolia to the southwest, and the Stanovoy Belt to the north
east. Based on a critical revision of the database of SOLONENKO
et al. (1997), PETIT et al. (1996) computed the present-day
stress field in 15 different sectors of the BRZ, by stress tensor
inversion of 332 focal mechanisms.

1,2, STRUCTURAL AND KINEMATIC DATA

In the 1960's, SHERMAN and co-workers initiated paleostress
investigations in the BRZ using geological and structural
methods. Compilation of the results obtained are presented by
SHERMAN & DNEPROVSKY (1989) and SHERMAN (1992), They reveal
that normal faulting regime with NW-trending Shmin is typical for
the central part of the BRZ. Local stress fields, with principal
axes of extension and compression both subhorizontal and
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trending respectively NW and NE, are dominant in the north
eastern and southwestern segments of the BRZ. In conse
quence, the central part of the BRZ is characterised by exten
sional stress field and its extremities, by strike-slip stress field.
Through comparative analysis of ancient and recent stress field
in the BRZ, SHERMAN & DNEPROVSKY (1989) concluded that the
regional stress field has been stable during the second half of
the Cenozoic. These authors used the procedure of GZOVSKY
(1975) and NIKOLAEV (1977), which allows to reconstruct only
the geometrical principal axes of compression and extension,
from a statistical analysis of joint and fracture planes. It has to
be noted that this method does not permit reduced stress ten
sor inversion.

From detailed structural analysis in the East Sayan massif,
RUZHICH (1972) concluded that the stress field changed with
time in the southwestern segment of the BRZ, with a clockwise
rotation of SHmax directions from a N-S trend in the Mesozoic, to
a NE-trend in the Cenozoic. Based on fault kinematic data for
northeastern segment of the BRZ, VISLAVNICH (1982) suggested
that movement along major faults changed from strike-slip to
normal faulting during rifting. He concluded that this change is
related to a modification of stress field with time in the area
comprised between the Upper Angara and Muya rivers.

One of the first attempts to assess the temporal changes of
stress field in the BRZ was undertaken by RASSKAZOV (in
SHERMAN et a/., 1984). Applying the technique proposed by
GZOVSKY (1975) for the study of joints in basalts and orientation
of dikes in the Udokan basalt field, he revealed that the princi
pal extension axes rotated clockwise from a NW trend at the
early stages of volcanism (Late Miocene - Middle Pliocene), to
a NE trend at the final stage (about 2 Ma ago). The temporal
variations of the stress field in the region of volcanic activity are
interpreted by RASSKAZOV (1993) as caused by changes in the
crustal dynamics during volcanic and tectonic activity.

From the strike analysis of dated basalt dikes in the Tunka
basin and adjacent mountain ranges (SW part of BRZ, Fig. 1),
RASSKAZOV (1993) concluded that the direction of principal
extension (Shmin) changed from a NW trend in the Middle
Miocene, to a sublatitudinal one in the Late Pleistocene.
However, a comparison of Shmin directions obtained from Early
Middle Miocene dikes and those reconstructed from fracture
analysis in the same rocks of the Main Sayan fault shows that
the Shmin directions changed from a NW trend during the peak
of volcanism activity, to a NE trend in the post-volcanic stage.

Detailed studies of Cenozoic faulting and seismicity in the
North Muya geodynamic polygon (central part of the north
eastern segment of the BRZ), have been carried out by SAN'KOV
et al. (1991). It allowed the recognition of three different strain
and stress stages in this area during the Cenozoic: Early
Cenozoic, Upper Pleistocene-Holocene and Present-day. The
Early Cenozoic stage is characterized by strike-slip stress field
with NW-trending Shmin and NE-trending SHmax In the
Pleistocene-Holocene, transtensional type of stress field is pre
dominant. Extensional type of stress field is typical for the
Present-day, but Shmin trajectories deviate from the typical NW
trend, probably due to the influence of structural hetero
geneities (SAN'KOV et a/., 1991).

DNEPROVSKY & SAN'KOV (1992) concluded that at least two
major stress stages can be differentiated during the develop
ment of the BRZ. The early stage is characterized by the pre
dominance of strike-slip stress fields whereas extensive stress
fields are prevalent during the younger stage of rifting. The
same conclusion was also reached by DELVAUX et a/. (1997). In
addition, DELVAUX et al. (1995) stated the importance of pre-rift

tectonic activity in the BRZ, recognising at least four major
stress stages related to major tectonic events and ranging from
the Early Paleozoic to the Late Mesozoic.

2. - STAGES OF BAIKAL RIFT DEVELOPMENT

2.1. TWO-STAGE EVOLUTION MODEL

The sedimentation rate and the velocity of vertical move
ments in the BRZ has been reported to vary during rifting
(LOGATCHEV & FLoRENsov, 1978; LOGATCHEV, 1993). Fine-grained
sediments were accumulating since the Oligocene in slowly
subsiding basins, while coarse sediments were deposited with
a higher sedimentation rate since the Middle Pliocene, in rapid
ly subsiding rift basins (KASHIK & MAziLov, 1994). FLoRENsov
(1964) called these two paleogeographic stages of develop
ment as "proto-Baikal" and "neo-Baikal" stages. LOGATCHEV et
a/. (1974) named them as "early rift" and "Iate orogenic" stages
and LOGATCHEV & FLoRENsov (1978), as "slow rifting" and "fast
rifting" stages. In addition to this major subdivision, evidences
have been found that vertical movements in the BRZ were fur
ther accelerated in the Late Pleistocene (KULCHITSKY, 1992).

The observed velocity changes of vertical movements were
explained by LOGATCHEV & ZORIN (1987) and LOGATCHEV (1993)
in a model involving deep-seated rifting dynamics. The first
stage of rift development (slow rifting) is related to the uplift of
a mantle diapir, starting 30 Ma ago. The second stage (fast rift
ing) is associated with the arrival, ±3 Ma ago, of the diapir at
the base of the crust, and to its lateral expansion. A slightly dif
ferent explanation is given by DELVAUX et aI., (1997), who sug
gested that the two stages of BRZ development correspond to
two major stages of plate-scale crustal stress, with an interac
tion between external plate-scale stress field, pre-existing litho
spheric structures which are reactivated, and local stresses
generated by the rising of a mantle diapir

2.2. TECTONIC CHANGES DURING RIFTING

A wide variety of tectonic structures formed during the
Cenozoic development of the BRZ. They comprise extensional
structures (normal faults), wrench-faulting structures (strike-slip
faults, flower structures), as well as compressive structures
(reverse and thrust faults, folds). Their variety, spatial distribu
tion and age of development testify for a complex kinematic
behaviour in time and space.

2.2.1. Extensional structures

Normal faults are the major tectonic structures of the BRZ.
The major ones are represented by 1000 - 2000 metres high
topographic scarps above the lake level. The offset of the pre
rift Cretaceous-Paleogene planation surface between the sum
mits of the rift flanks and the base of Cenozoic sediments in the
rift basin ranges from a few hundred to between 7000 and 8000
metres. It is the highest for the Obruchev fault system, which
forms all the western flank of the Baikal basin at the foot of the
Primorsky rift shoulder. Several segments of the Obruchev fault
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FIGURE 1

Map of the maJor Late Cenozoic faults of ue Bakal rift zone,

Carte des fail/es majeuteS d 'Sge cenozOique tard if de Ia zone de fl tr du Baikal.

can be observed 81the surface (Fig . 2), while others are main
ly und erwater. In the QlkhOn area . the Obruchev fault is splayed
into several segments, the major ones being the Prifnorsky fault
(less lhan U:O:> metres d isplacement ) and Ihe Qlkhon fault
(rTIOfe than 5000 metres displacemen t). Frac tures with dip-s lip
slickensides are dominant in the lau!! plane itself, t:lut oblique
and subhorizonlal striations and grooves are also observed . En
echelon faUlting is typ ica l for the weste rn side 01 the Baikal
bas in, especially along its northeastern segment.

In the southwestern segm ent of the BAZ. the maximum
throw (1500 • 2CXX) metres) occurs along the Tunka fault ,

between the Tunka Range and the Tunka depression (Fig . 3).
Lim ited taterat displacements of thalwegs and small river s sug 
gest the existence of a hor izontal component of movement
along the Tunka fault. Both vertical and inc lined striations and
grooves are Observed in the fault plane.

West of the North Baika l bas in, the Barguzin fault separates
the Barg uzin Range from the Barguzin bas in. It has a normal
displacement reach ing 2000 metres, En echelon fault structure
is also typical for both the Barguzin fault and the western bor
de r tault of the North Baikal basi n.



FIGURE 2a

View 01 the Primorsky fault along the NW side of the Baikal basin, from the top of the fault scarp to the Small Sea and Olkhon
Island (Photo by VA San'kov),

Vue de 18 faille de Pnfnorsky se long de Ia bordure NW du ba ssin du Baika l. depuis Ie sommet de I'escarpement de faille vers la
Small Sea ert ne dDikhOn (Photo VASankov).

FIGURE2b

Paleoseismic mstocaton aloog the Primorsky fault (Photo by AABukharov).

DiSloca tion p a1eosismique Ie long de la faille de Primorsky (Photo AABukharov).



FIGURE 3

View of the Tunka fault which bounds the Tunka basin from the north , A basaltic volcano is in the foreground
(Photo by VA San'kov).

Vue de te faille de Tunka qui borde te bassin de Tunka au nord. Au premier plan, un vocen besenioue (Photo VA. San'kov).

FIGURE 4

Dextral displacement of a basaltic dike dated 11.4 Ma, along a gentle fault The visible horizontal displacemen t is 8 metres
(photo by VA San'kov). Scale: D, Delvaux measuring slickensides.

Deplacemenl aexue pa r une pe tite faille, d'un dyke basallique dale 11,4 Ma. La rajet horizontal visible est de 8 metres
(Photo v.A. San'kov). [ chelle : D. Delvaux mesurant aee stries.
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2.2.2. Compressional structures

Along with typical normal faults, Cenozoic compressive
structures like thrust faults and folds are common in the south
western part of the BRZ. The formation of such compressive
structures in a rift environment requires a special attention.
They were named "non-rift structures" because they did not fit
into the classical idea that rift forms by extension.
Consequently, they were generally not taken into account in the
discussion of rifting mechanism. Here, we want to stress the
existence of compressional structures in the Tunka and South
Baikal basins and along the Main Sayan fault.

Thrust and strike-slip faults

The presence of Cenozoic thrust faults is well known in East
Sayan, since RUZHICH et a/. (1972) found a nice thrust fault in
the Tunka Range, displacing a 11.4 Ma Miocene basalt dike
(Fig. 4). The thrust faults are located 1400 metres above the
Tunka basin floor, suggesting their ancient, most probably pre
Quaternary age. Similar minor thrust faults displacing Miocene
basalt dikes were discovered by SAN'KOV & DNEPROVSKY (1987)
in the southern flank of the Tunka basin. In the Oka plateau,
northwest of the Tunka basin, RASSKAZOV (1990) described a
thrust fault displacing a 2.3 Ma basalt layer.

The Main Sayan fault has a sisnistral strike-slip component
of displacement of 8 to 11 km, based on major river offset.
Paleoseismic dislocations along the southeastern segment of
this fault also revealed Late Pleistocene-Holocene strike-slip
movements (CHIPIZUBOV et a/., 1994).

Recently we observed sisnistral strike-slip displacements
along W-E trending segments of the Tunka fault near Kultuk, at
the western extremity of Lake Baikal. The amplitudes of
Holocene movements in different segments of the fault vary
from 3 to 25 metres.

Fractures with subhorizontal slickensides or grooves are fre
quent along the southern border fault of the Tunka depression.
The most spectacular example is a ENE-striking, sinistral strike
slip fault system that displaced sandstones and conglomerate
in the western termination of the Tunka depression, near Mondy
(Fig. 5). These deposits are not dated, but they are estimated
to be Miocene, since they do not contain pebbles of basaltic
lava which are known upstream and are of Late Miocene
Pliocene age. Similar strike-slip to oblique-slip faults together
with subvertical slipelines are also observed 50 km further east
near Nilova-Pustyn, in Late Miocene basalts, dated at 7.57 Ma
(in UFIMTSEV, 1996) (Fig. 6a & b).

Folds

The most spectacular examples of Cenozoic compression
al structures are long-wavelength folds in the sediments of the
South Baikal basin, revealed by seismic profiling (LEVI et aI.,
1997; VON HAUGWITZ et a/., in press). Three major seismostrati
graphic units were identified. The lower unit is attributed to the
Late Oligocene-Early Pliocene, the intermediate unit to the Late
Pliocene-Early Pleistocene and the upper unit to the Middle
Pleistocene-Holocene (NIKOLAEV, 1990; HUTCHINSON et a/.,
1992). The intermediate unit is deformed into long-wavelength
folds trending NW-SE, while the upper unit lies undeformed on
top. Minor folds with NW-trending axes were also found by
VOROPINOV (1961) in the outcropping Miocene-Early Pliocene
carbonaceous sediments along the southern shore of the South
Baikal basin. This provides good evidence for a compressive
deformation in the South Baikal basin in the Late Pliocene-Early

Pleistocene. This deformation is compatible with a general NE
SW trending horizontal principal compression.

In the central part of the Tunka depression, LOGATCHEV et a/.
(1974) observed small-scale folds in marls of Miocene-Early
Pliocene age, overlain by non-deformed Quaternary deposits.
Minor folds were also found in the Plio-Pleistocene volcano
sedimentary formation overlying the Elovsky uplifted basement
block, in the middle of the Tunka depression.

In conclusion, the structural data presented above suggest
that a Late Cenozoic compressional to strike-slip deformation
affected the Tunka and South Baikal basins, at least from the
Late Miocene, and up to the Middle Pliocene.

Considering the paleogeographic and stratigraphic data, it
seems clear that the tectonic context during rifting changed
with time. This contradicts to some extent the views of SHERMAN
& DNEPROVSKY (1989) who claimed that the state of crustal
stresses in the BRZ remained stable during the Cenozoic.

To make a better link between stress field and tectonic evo
lution, our work will concentrate on the investigation of paleo
stress and present stress fields in the Baikal rift zone and their
evolution in time and space.

3. - REDUCED STRESS TENSOR RECONSTRUCTION

To characterize the evolution of crustal stress field in the
Baikal rift zone during the Cenozoic, reduced stress tensors
were reconstructed by inversion of fault kinematic data (fault
planes with slip line and slip sense).

The inversion is based on the assumption that slip on a
plane occurs in the direction of the maximum resolved shear
stress (BOTT, 1959), and that the apparent slip direction on the
fault plane can be inferred from frictional grooves or slicken
sides. According to classical procedures as those developed
by ANGELIER & MECHLER (1977), ANGELIER (1989; 1994) and
DUNNE & HANCOCK (1994), fault and joint data were inverted to
obtain the four parameters of the reduced stress tensor. These
are the principal stress axes cr1 (maximum compression), cr2
(intermediate compression) and cr3 (minimum compression)
and the ratio of principal stress differences R = (cr2- cr3)j(cr1 
cr3) These parameters are determined using the TENSOR pro
gram developed by DELVAUX (1993).

The tensors are classified into different stress regimes and
represented graphically as in GUIRAUD et a/. (1989). Three
major stress regimes are distinguished, according to the nature
of the vertical stress axes: extensional (o l vertical), strike-slip
(cr2vertical) and compressional (cr3vertical). The stress regime
is further classified in function of the stress ratio R: radial exten
sion (o l vertical, 0<R<0.25), pure extension (o l vertical,
0.25<R<0.75), transtension (o l vertical, 0.75<R<1 or cr2 verti
cal, 1>R>0.75), pure strike-slip (cr2 vertical, 0.75>R>0.25),
transpression (cr2vertical, o25>R>0 or cr3vertical, 0<R<0.25),
pure compression (cr3 vertical, 0.25<R<0.75) and radial com
pression (o l vertical, 0.75<R<1). The type of stress regime are
also expressed numerically using an index R', ranging from 0.0
to 3.0 and defined as in DELVAUX et a/. (1997) :

R' = R when o t is vertical (extensional stress regime),

R' = 2-R when cr2 is vertical (strike-slip stress regime),

R' = 2+R when cr3 is vertical (compressional stress regime).
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FIGURE 5

E-W trending faults with slickensi des in Miocene conglomerates near Mondy (western extremity of Tunka depression). a • general
view (Photo by D. Delvaux); b - detail of slickenside showing sinistral movement (Photo by VA San'kov).

Failles E-W ptesentem des stries dans des conglomerats mccer es pres de Mondy (extremae orientale de la depression de
Tunka). a • vue gtmerale (Photo ODelvaux) : b - detail d 'un plan strie montrant un mouvement senestre (Photo VASan'kov).
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FIGURE6

Faults in the Late Miocene basalts dated 7.57 Ma, near Nilova Pustyn (Photos by VA San'kov].
a • general view; b - dip-slip slickensides.

Failles dans les basaltes miocene tardif dates 7,57 Ma. pres de Nilova Pustyn (Photos VASan'kov).
a - vue generale .. b - stries selon la plus grande pente.
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4, - CENOZOIC STRESS FIELD FROM FAULT
KINEMATIC DATA

To reconstruct the Cenozoic stress field evolution in the
BRZ, fault-s lip da ta were obta ined from more mat 200 sites
located in the Baikal , Barguzin, Tunka and Kitchera ba sins.
Fault oara were anefvseo both in ore-Cerozoc basement rocks
(mos tly crystalline) and in nn sediments and volcanics. 'NIlen
working in pre-Cenozoic basemen t. measurements were gene 
rally made in young fault zones characterized by a marked
morphological scarp . If measurement sites show evidence for
polyphase britt le fracturinq , only fractures from Ihe latest stag e
of de forma tioo were used . In ao onon. Cenozoic fractures are
generally characterized by poorly consol idated fault brecc ia
with only thin mineral coatings such as calci te and zeolite, They
also frequently have typic al clay gouge with slickensides

impressed on clay. To constrain the maximum age of faulting .
much allention was paid 10 lhe analysis of tectonic fracturing in
Cenozoic sediments. dated basalt ic VOlcanics and products of
the l ate Cretaceous-Paleogene weathering crust.

Given in Appendix 1 are the computed reduced stress-ten
sors . referr ing to the Cenozoic . They were carefully selected
trom a large data set on tec tonic fracturing of the Baikal rift .
available to the auirors. In a nrst approximation all the stress
tensors can form ally be divided into two grou ps. As the main
Cenozo ic tectonic reg ime is eceosonar. an the stress-tensors,
with subvertical principa l cororessico were grouped in a first
set. The remaining tensors. with scononzcotar principa l com
pression . are grouped in a second set

Tensors from the first pcoulauon were obtained from 47 sites
(Fig , 7). Most of lhem are of pure extensional to transtensional
type bUl a few of them have a radial extens ive regime in the
South Baikal, Central Baikal and Kitch era bas ins, The secon d

52'

• Cenozoic basa lts

LJ Rift basins

,

• Observation sites

~ Stress tensors

m lf)11 4 m l f)113
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FIGURE 8

Structural map of the BRZ with Cenozoic stress tensors of strue-suo type from fault slip data Symbols as in Figure 7.

Carte structurale de to zone de rift du Baikal montrant des tenseurs de comreinte cerozoaue de type decrochant, obtenue a partir
des mesures sur tee failles cisaiflantes. Les symboles sont les mtimes que pour ts Figure 7.

FIGURE 7

Structural map of the BRZ with Cenozoic st ress tensors of extensional type from fault slip data. Stress symbols with horizo ntal
stress axes (SI*na~and S~, in function of the stress ratio R. Their length and co lour symbolise the horizontal deviatoric stress
magnitude , relative to the isotropic stress (0). White outwa rd arrows: extens ional oevtatortc stress (<:0). Black inwards arrows:

compression al ceviatonc stress (>0). The vertica l stress (0) are symbolised by a solid circle for extensional reg imes (0 1: 0), a
dot for strike-s lip regimes (02:0) or an open circle for compressiona l regimes (03=0)-

Carte structurale de te zone de rift du Baikal montrant des /enseurs de contrain/e de type extensd, obtenus a partir des mesures
de mouvement des failles. Les symboles reoreeemem tee axes de comremte horizontale (S1*na~ and SIlm'n) en tonction du rapport R
des cooeaores. Leur longueur et leur couleur symbofisent te valeur au devia/eur de contrainte horizontale relalit a la con/rainte teo-

trope (0). necnes blanches a orienta tion ex/erne : deviateur de comreinte extensive (<:0). Ftecnes noires a orientation In/erne·
aevtstear de contrainte compressive (>0). Les contraintes vertica les (0) sont seoreeemeee par un cece plein pour les regimes

en extension (01 =0). par un point pour les regimes aecrocnents (02: 0)
et par un cercte pour tee regimes en compression (03:0).
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population is represented by 27 stress tensors of strike-slip to
transpressional regime (Fig. 8). Tensors of transtensional type
with Shmin axes trending generally NE-SW to N-S are present in
all the studied area of the BRZ. Half of the tensors reconstruct
ed for the Tunka depression have a pure strike-slip to trans
pressive stress regime, a few of them even show pure com
pressional stress regime. All these tensors are related to
Cenozoic faults.

The preferred orientation of Shmin and SHmax axes and the
mean stress regimes are determined statistically on the dia
grams of Figure 9a. For both populations and all stress
regimes, the Shmm axis has a relatively stable horizontal position
in a NW-SE trend, except for the strike-slip stress regime, for
which tensors with N-S trending Shmin axis are relatively fre
quent. The SHmax axes have a marked tendency to be oriented
in a NNE-trend.

The histogram of distribution of the stress regime index R'
shows clearly two well defined maxima (see Fig. 9b). They cor
respond to the two major populations described above. The
population representing the strike-slip stress regime has a
maximal frequency of tensors with R' comprised between 1.1
and 1.4 (pure strike-slip with an extensional component), and a
tailing distribution of tensors up to R' = 2.0-2.6 (compressional
regime). The population representing the extensional regime
has a majority of tensors with R' ranging from 0.8 (extension
with a strike-slip component) to 0.1 (radial extension), but with
most of them of pure extensional type (R' = 0.3 - 0.6).

5. - PRESENT-DAY STRESS FIELD
FROM SEISMOTECTONIC DATA

The determination of present-day stress field in the BRZ is
based on statistical analysis of earthquake focal mechanism
(SOLONENKO at al., 1997) and on stress inversion of the same
data (PETIT at al., 1996).

The P and T axes of focal mechanisms compiled by
SOLONENKO at at. (1997) are used to construct a schematic map
of kinematic axis trajectories in the BRZ (Fig. 10). Only hori
zontal and inclined (less than 60° from horizontal) P and Taxes
were used. These trajectories can be regarded as statistical
approximations of the Shmln and SHmax stress trajectories for the
current mid- and upper crustal stress field.

In this reconstruction, the trajectories of Shmin generally
strike at a high angle (more than 60°) from the trend of the rift
basins. The SHmax trajectories are parallel to the rift structures
where they trend N20-600E, as in the Khubsugul, Baikal, and
Barguzin basins. The principal compressive stress axes are
horizontal in both extremities of the rift zone, in the Tunka,
Kitchera, Upper Angara and Muya basins.

Stress tensor and coefficient R1= (cr2- cr1 )/(cr3 - o t ) are cal
culated by the method of CAREy-GAILHARDIS & MERCIER (1987). It
has to be noticed that the stress ratio R1 of CAREy-GAILHARDIS &
MERCIER (1987) differs from the ratio R = (cr2 - cr3)/(cr1 - cr3) of
ANGELIER (1994). They are related to each other by R = 1 - R

1
.

Estimations are obtained for separate areas of the BRZ
which differ in terms of quasi-homogeneity of focal mecha
nisms (Fig. 10). The chosen areas comprise the Kitchera basin
and a part of the Upper Angara basin (1), the Barguzin ridge
(2), the Barguzin basin (3), the Sviatoy-Nos peninsula (4), the

Central Baikal basin (5), the South Baikal basin (6) and the
Tunka basin (7). Besides the data homogeneity, the choice of
areas was also determined by the availability of focal mecha
nism data.

As opposed to PETIT at at. (1996) who used also CMT solu
tions for strong shocks, we used only data from Russian seis
mologists (SOLONENKO at al., 1997), computed from the region
al seismic network. Our results are close to the ones of PETIT at
al. (1996), taking into account the relation between R1 and R.

The results of stress tensor inversion from focal mechanisms
show that most part of the BRZ presently develops in condi
tions of pure extension with R (and R') values close to 0,5
(areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 in Fig. 10). A modification of the stress state
from pure extension to transpression is evidenced for the
Central Baikal basin (area 5), with R (and R') values up to 0,65.
For the Tunka area, we did not take into account mechanisms
of earthquakes with epicentres located more than 20 km from
the Tunka depression. The crust under the Tunka depression is
characterized by a transpressional stress regime with R' value
of 1.67 (R=0.33, vertical cr2 axis).

As shown by DELvAux (1994), SOLONENKO at al. (1994) and
PETIT at al. (1996), the stress regime is compressional to strike
slip in the area surrounding the BRZ, in Altai and Mongolia to
the SW and in the Stanovoy uplift to the NE. The change in
stress regime from pure extensional in the central part of the rift
zone to transtensional in both flanks and to compressional out
side the rift zone can be regarded as a result of the superposi
tion of locally generated extensional stress field over plate
scale compressive stress field.

6. - STRESS FIELD EVOLUTION DURING CENOZOIC

The characteristics of the paleo- and present-day tectonic
stress field in the BRZ can be interpreted in terms of Cenozoic
stress field fluctuations. Despite the diversity of stress tensors,
the cr3 axis is sub horizontal and Shmln is trending NW over most
of the investigated part of the BRZ. The changes of Shmin direc
tion from a N-S trend in the southwestern part of the rift zone to
a NW-SE trend further north occurs simultaneously with the
evolution of the general trend of rift and pre-rift structures.
Therefore, the Shmin direction may be influenced by the strike of
the regional pre-rift structural pattern.

The distribution of stress regime in time and space in the
BRZ suggests that the stress regime changed with time, at
least for the Baikal, Barguzin and Kitchera basins: strike-slip
paleostress tensors were reconstructed for all the BRZ and the
present-day stress field is mainly extensional with exception of
the Tunka basin where it is still strike-slip. The same conclusion
can be made from the analysis of folding deformations in the
seismic profiles of the southern Baikal basin: the upper unit
(Middle Pleistocene-Holocene) is not affected by compressio
nal deformation, unlike the intermediate unit (Late Pliocene
Early Pleistocene).

This brings a new question: did the regime of crustal defor
mation changed with time in the entire territory of the BRZ or
has it changed only in the central part of the rift? LOGATCHEV
(1993) showed that the rift zone grew from a central point loca
ted in the Central Baikal basin. Since the Oligocene, the rift
zone flanks became subjected to deformation. The regime of
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Bar d iagram showing the stress regime index A' in func tion 01
the number of data used in stress inversion.

Histogramme representant /'indice R' de regime de eontrainte
en toocton au nombre de mesures utilisees dans I'inversion

de 18 cowstme.

7. - DISCU SSION

When considering the regional stress field responsible for
the formatlOll of tectonic structures, it is important to conduct
large-sca le investigations over an area which is wider than the
object to be studied.

TAPPONN1ER & MOlNAR (1979) pos tulated that neotec tonic
movements in Cen tral Asia, inc luding the terri tory of the BAl,
are caused by India- Asia co llision . The same conclusion was
reached by CooBOLD & DAVY (1988) after confronting modelling
results with geo log ical data. However, the stabili ty ot present
day SNmBK d irections in the upper crust from the Himalaya to the
Baikal rift is not by itself a proof of the causal relation between
coll ision and rifting. We bel ieve that the India-Eurasia col lision
induced neotec tonic activations over large terr itories , The co l
lision is responsible for the formation of the Central Asian
mountain belts and the activation of str ike-sl ip zones in
Western and Eastern Mongolia, and also reactivation of the
southern margin of the Siber ian Craton The formation of exten
sional structures like the Baika l rift zone may be related to
aemerosonenc conv ective flows and mant le diapirism ind u
cing crustal spreading, as suggested by LOGATCHEV & lQAIN
(198 7). Our resulting data rather suggest a mechanism invol
ving the superposi tion of p late-scale tecton ic forces with NE
trend ing S_ and extensional forces generated by a mantle
diapir rising beneath the southeastern boundary of the Siber ian
Craton.

In spite 01 the methOdological limitation, the fault kinematic
and the focal mechanism data used lo r reconstructing the
crustal stress field , allow to characterise the paleo- and pre 
sen t-day stress fields and their va riation in time. They also allow
to precise the kinematics of movements along the major faults
at differen t geological stages.

In cooclusion, a regula r evotutioo of the stress field from a
strike-sli p reg ime in the initial stage of rifting to a pure exten 
sional regim e in the Quaternary is evidence d for the BRl. The

S HmaxS hmin

FIGLH 9a

Rose diagrams of Sm., and s...ma. lor stress -tensors
01extension and strike-slip types in the Baikal rift zone.

Rosaces des $-., and S-"K de /enseurs de comrsime de
type extension e/ cseememem dans te zone de rift du Baikal,

The situat ion in the Tunka basin appears more complex.
Tensors of different stress reg imes occur close to each other.
The paleostress data from da ted sed iments and VOlcanics Indi
ca'e a cha nge in stress state from a strike-sl ip reg ime to an
extensional reg ime with time. However, the stress tensors
inverted from focal mechanisms show that both systems are
presently active. This com plex situat ion in the Tunka area may
be the consequence of its location between the rift-type exten
siona l structures of the central part of the Baikal rift and the
plate-scale compressional st ructures of Alt ai-Say an and
Mongolia, It may be also influenced by the general E·W trend
of the Tunka depression which is less favoura ble for openi ng
than the NE-SW trending Baikal basin .

crus tal deformation g radua lly changed from strike-slip to
extens iona l. The sharp increase in the rate of ver tical move
ments in the Upper Pliocene show ed by LQGATCHEV &
FLORENSOV (1978) and LOGATCHEV (1993) corres pon ds to the
trans ition between the two rifling stages. According to the data
presen ted above, we be lieve that the early stage of rift ing is
dominated by a strike-sl ip stress reo-me and the last stage of
rifting is characterized by an exrensonar stress reg ime.
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FIGURE10

Map of present day stress field in the Baikal rift zone. Symbols as in Figure 7. Stress lensors computed from focal mechanism
data, us ing the CAREy-GAllHARDIS & MERCIER (1987) method, bu t rep resented with R '" 1 - Rl ,

to allow comparison with the tensors computed from fault-slip data.

Carte du champ de contrainle actuel dans /a zone de rift du Baikal. SymboJescomme pour Is Figure 7,
Les tenseurs de contrainle soot calcules apartir des donnees des mecenemee au foyer en utilisant te methode

de CAREY-GAILHARDIS & M ERCIER (1987) meie reoreeemes avec R '" 1 - R " pour permellre la comparaison
avec tee renseurs cstcues a partir des donnees sur les failles cisaillanies.

S llrrNn di rection remained stab le in a NW-SE direction dur ing all
this evolution. The southweste rn flank of the SRl marks the
transition from the extensional stress field typ ical for the rift
zone, to the compressiona l stress field of Mongolia and Alta i.

From the d ifferent mode ls proposed for fhe opening of the
Baikal rill zone (SHERMAN & LEVI, 1977; lON ENSHAIN & SAVOSTIN,
1978; BALLA et al., 1990), many did not take into account the

evo lution of crusta l stress field with time du ring rifting. The data
presen ted above high light the importance of the evolution of
rifting dynamics with time. They also con firm the two-stage evo
lution mode l proposed on the basis of pa leogeog raph ic obser
vations.
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ApPENDIX 1

Paleostress tensors from fault-slip data.

Tenseurs de peteccontreinte obtenus apartir des mesures sur les failles cisaillantes

BCREDP 21 (1997)

Site Lat. Long Localisation /Iithology n nt cr1 cr2 cr3 R (J. R'
oN °E

1s121 10930 55.35 Nijne-Angarsk V., granites 17 57 86/076 03/233 03/313 056 10.6 056

1s141 10253 5142 Right bank Zun-Murin r., gneisses 18 63 56/117 33/199 00/108 0.25 58 0.25

2s121 10144 5142 Arshan V., Zamaraiha r., gneisses 13 100 69/083 20/240 08/334 0.21 8.9 021

60km 10745 52 60 km route Ulan Ude - Ust Barguzin, gneisses 17 19 69/146 01/055 21/325 0.65 81 0.65

Arshan 10226 51.54 Arshan V., marbles 11 26/015 61/169 11/280 073 65 1.27

Mondi 100.59 51.35 W Mondy V., left bank Irkut r., conglomerates 50 64 10/018 75/145 12/206 0.74 7.3 1.26
(Miocene ?)

as112 101.07 5140 500 m E Mondy V., left bank Irkut r., marbles 10 10 27/019 56/157 19/279 0.56 09 144

bar11 108.58 53.22 SW side Barguzin bay, granites 14 27 46/063 32/194 26/302 0.58 9.5 058

bar31 11003 5402 Barguzin basin, Tun r, granites 18 50 22/345 59/213 20/084 0.55 7.9 145

bar32 11048 5441 Barguzin basin, Alia r., granites 29 34 69/298 02/035 21/125 0.39 108 039

desert 10140 51.39 1 km S Nilova Pustyn V., volcanic rocks (N) 15 38 11/269 79/104 03/359 026 10.0 1.74

grab 107.29 53.15 2 km NE Kharantsi c., clay 14 26 62/066 26/222 10/317 0.28 11.7 0.28

k2084 10630 53.33 left bank Buguldeika r., gneisses 18 60 41/044 49/216 04/311 0.55 104 145

k21801 10448 51.53 Port Baikal, marbles 10 22 00/079 65/168 25/350 0.73 85 1.27

k2a022 5814 61.73 Ludar c., gneisses 16 36 69/135 01/044 20/313 042 7.5 042

k2a031 5858 66.55 Kurla c., gneisses 17 39 82/070 07/226 03/316 0.02 91 0.02

k2a142 106.56 53.01 NE Olkhon Gate, migmatites 21 41 58/260 32/075 03/166 0.52 8.3 052

k2a191 10747 5324 100 m E Khoboi c., gneisses 25 52 86/286 01/033 04/123 001 9.9 0.01

k2a291 104.03 5145 132 km round Baikal railway Port Baikal- 16 22 04/186 86/357 01/096 0.50 9.2 1.50
Siudyanka I., migmatites

k32601 104.50 51.52 Listvianka V., migmatites 17 41 29/199 60/038 08/293 0.71 9.5 129

k32602 10453 5150 Listvianka c., migmatites 25 44 76/010 13/182 01/272 0.52 10.1 0.52

191-12 10655 53.09 Tsagan-Hushun c., Small Sea, clay 9 105 27/063 63/235 03/331 0.72 107 1.28

m050706 10635 5246 Left bank Anga r., marbles 10 27 43/075 39/296 22/187 0.55 7.9 0.55

m060707 10746 53.24 400 m W Khoboi c., gneisses 11 26 38/060 51/223 09/323 045 7.7 1.55

m070708 10811 54.01 1 km S Pokoiniki C., schists 12 24 44/025 46/209 02/117 0.38 4.2 038

m070709 108.39 51.58 Elokhin C., granites 12 32 50/081 40/260 01/351 0.25 7.6 0.25

m080711 10854 54.54 Bolsodei C., gneiss 10 25 56/053 33/251 08/155 043 10.3 043

m080712 10900 55.01 Kotelnikovski C., migmatites 17 68 73/067 12/031 12/299 05 64 05

m10713 10847 5441 1.5 km N Khibilen C., tuff sandstones 17 32 61/022 19/253 21/155 0.8 100 0.80

m10714 10846 5440 1 km N Khibilen C., tuff sandstones 19 26 53/228 36/029 09/126 0.31 6.0 031

m10715 10845 5440 0.5 km N Khibilen C., tuff sandstones 20 33 02/078 56/344 33/169 087 13.0 1.13

m11071 10738 53.18 Sasa C., gneisses 8 20 14/014 75/217 06/105 0.65 95 1.35

m11716 106.30 5248 Zunduk C., Centre Baikal, marbles 17 27 52/1789 14/071 34/331 0.35 8.7 0.35

m240603 10656 52.59 SE Olkhon Gate, gneisses 15 30 69/095 19/248 09/341 0.85 83 0.85

m91-12 10646 53.01 Mukhar bay, Small Sea, gneisses 32 96 63/144 OS/244 27/336 085 9.7 085

mai222 10648 53.07 Right bank Sarma r., gneisses 14 60 78/359 09/223 08/132 0.33 70 0.33

mir2 10745 5319 N Olkhon island, Uzur V., marbles 15 113 12/235 77/235 04/124 054 8.0 146

r41 108.58 53.22 SW side Barguzin bay, granites 60 73/118 07/232 15/324 047 8.80 047

s120802 10326 5147 Anchuk v, right bank r.lrkut, granites 10 10 04/035 05/305 84/163 057 0.30 2.57

s140702 106.02 52.33 Right bank Buguldeika r., blastocataclasites 10 14 73/087 17/255 03/346 043 94 043

s210801 102.26 5154 Arshan V., marbles, basalt dyke (N) 7 50 66/335 OS/233 23/141 037 0.34 037

s140703 10601 52.31 3 km SW Buguldeika V., mylonites 11 23 23/219 63/073 13/314 0.68 6.7 1.32

s220601 10630 53.33 1.5 km SW Buguldeika V., blastocataclasites 11 101 50/190 35/044 17/302 0.39 7.7 0.39

s230603 10718 5303 SW Olkhon i., Tashkinei r., gneisses 8 35 17/197 65/066 17/293 077 44 1.23

s230604 10741 53.13 3 km W Idgimey c., marbles, gneisses 27 61 52/174 01/265 38/357 0.62 106 0.62

s240601 10835 5331 1.5 km NE Nijne-Izgolovie C., Svyatoi Nos, 28 82 52/052 36/207 12/306 031 12.8 0.31
migmatites

s240602 108.32 53.30 05 km NE Nijne-Izgolovie c.. Svyatoi Nos, 38 102 28/092 62/282 04/148 066 8.9 1.34
migmatites

s250601 10856 53.51 N Svyatoi Nos, 4 km E Orlov C., marbles 15 87 65/259 22/053 09/147 025 6.7 0.25
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Site Lat. Long Localisation I lithology n nt 01 02 03 R a R'
oN °E

s250602 10902 53A9 Chivyrkui bay, E side Molodost, gneisses 42 95 25/343 56/209 21/083 OA6 11,9 1,54

s260601 109,03 53A8 Chivyrkui bay, Fertik c., gneisses 35 73 84/291 02/038 06/128 0,12 9A5 0,12

s260602 10902 53A7 Chivyrkui bay, Ongononski c. gneisses 28 76 84/229 06/036 01/126 0,29 12.7 0,29

s260603 10901 53AO Chivyrkui bay, Kurbulik v. granites 11 104 38/273 60/082 05/180 082 6,8 118

s260605 10901 53A1 Chivyrkui bay, 1 km N Kurbulik v, granites 15 43 22/058 54/183 27/316 0,34 9,9 1,66

s270601 109,12 53A9 250 m S Malaia Suhaia r. gneisses 20 64 54/236 32/088 15/348 05 8,7 050

s270602 109,14 53,51 1 km N s270602, gneisses 11 36 70/279 04/178 20/086 081 9,3 081

s270603 108A2 53,51 Maloye Ushkany i" Dlini r.rnarbtes 12 37 59/125 50/287 08/021 055 9,0 0,55

s280601 10838 53,52 Bolshoi Ushkany i., marbles 9 101 73/284 17/107 01/017 OA 3,0 OAO

s290601 10952 5525 Aia bay, marbles 13 52 38/217 38/345 38/101 024 11,9 024

s300601 10734 53,33 Kulgana c.. Central Baikal, schists 18 62 71/222 16/075 10/342 053 11,7 0,53

s71 10223 5134 Kharagun r. gneisses 16 100 64/265 08/012 25/105 OA 5,0 OAO

nil2 101AO 5139 1 km S Nilova Pustyn v. volkanic rocks (N) 11 68 35/015 19/272 48/158 073 14,0 2,73

s90134 10225 5154 1,5 km N Arshan v. marbles 11 100 60/052 30/232 00/322 05 OA 0,50

s9041 103,07 51A9 3 km NNW Shimki v. granites 10 100 19/238 65/099 15/333 086 1,8 1,14

s9071 103,39 51A4 3km W Kultuk v. gneisses 29 94 66/015 24/195 00/285 0,5 0,3 0,50

sar1 106A9 53,07 Right and left banks Sarma r. gneisses 21 51 73/175 09/051 14/319 0,63 145 0,63

shar 103,58 51A4 Sharyzhalgay v, granulites 15 38 83/052 07/216 02/306 0,22 9,3 0,22

s90131 102,26 5154 Arshan v. marbles 17 101 15/056 10/323 72/199 0,23 OA 2,23

dyke 103,39 51A6 NW Arshan v. basalt dyke (14 Ma) 20 28 17/307 72/118 03/217 0,08 49 2,08

tur 101A3 51,37 1 km Turan v, Pleistocene deposits 39 64 62/270 20/044 18/141 0,24 90 0,24

tan 105,14 5168 Tankhoy v, N deposits 31 64 67/015 23/201 02/110 0,37 46 0,37

an 103,24 51A7 Anchuk v, left b. Irkut r. Pliocene deposits 10 20 04/025 79/137 10/294 0,62 110 1,38

ApPENDIX 2

Stress tensors from earthquakes focal mechanisms, Data source: SOLONENKO et st. (1997),

Tenseurs de contrainte obtenus apartir de mecemstnes au foyer de tremblements de terre,

Area Lat. Long Area Name n nt 01 02 03 R1 R R'
N° ON °E

1 110,0 55.7 Upper Angara and Kitchera basins 27 29 248/84 74/06 344/01 0,39 061 0,61
112,8 565

2 110,0 54.7 Barguzin ridge 21 23 251/88 34/02 124/01 OA7 0,53 0,53
1125 55,7

3 109,9 53.7 Barguzin basin 18 19 221/82 49/08 319/01 OA8 052 0,52
112,0 55,0

4 108,0 532 Svyatoi-Nos peninsula 13 13 166/79 41/06 303/09 OA6 0,54 0,54
1091 54,1

5 1060 520 Central Baikal basin 17 24 49/73 212/17 303/05 035 065 0,65
108,1 53,3

6 104,0 51,3 South Baikal basin 15 16 127/74 222/01 313/16 OA7 053 0,53
1060 523

7 101,5 51,7 Tunka basin 8 11 199/35 23/54 290/02 067 0,33 1,67
1035 52,0

n: number of fault data used for stress tensor determination; nt: total number of fault data measured; 01, 02, 03: plunge and azimuth of principal stress
axes;
R1 = (02 - 01 )/(03 - (1) : Stress ratio of CAREY; R = (02 - (3)/(01 - (3): Stress ratio of ANGELlER; a: mean slip deviation (0); R': stress regime index

n : nombres de mesures ntilisees pour /a determination des tenseurs de contrainte ; nt : nombre total de mesures faites ; CJI, CJ2, CJ3 ' inc/inaison et azi
mut des axes de contrainte ;

R1 = (02 - 01 }/(03 - (1) : rapport de contrainte de CAREY; R = (0"2- CJ3)/( CJI - CJ3) : rapport de contrainte d'ANGELIER ; a ' deviation moyenne de cisaille
ment (0) , R' : indice regime de contreinte.




